This article illustrates how functional neuroimaging can be used to test the validity of neurological and cognitive models of language. Three models of language are described : the 19th Century neurological model which describes both the anatomy and cognitive components of auditory and visual word processing, and 2 20th Century cognitive models that are not constrained by anatomy but emphasise 2 different routes to reading that are not present in the neurological model. A series of functional imaging studies are then presented which show that, as predicted by the 19th Century neurologists, auditory and visual word repetition engage the left posterior superior temporal and posterior inferior frontal cortices. More specifically, the roles Wernicke and Broca assigned to these regions lie respectively in the posterior superior temporal sulcus and the anterior insula. In addition, a region in the left posterior inferior temporal cortex is activated for word retrieval, thereby providing a second route to reading, as predicted by the 20th Century cognitive models. This region and its function may have been missed by the 19th Century neurologists because selective damage is rare. The angular gyrus, previously linked to the visual word form system, is shown to be part of a distributed semantic system that can be accessed by objects and faces as well as speech. Other components of the semantic system include several regions in the inferior and middle temporal lobes. From these functional imaging results, a new anatomically constrained model of word processing is proposed which reconciles the anatomical ambitions of the 19th Century neurologists and the cognitive finesse of the 20th Century cognitive models. The review focuses on single word processing and does not attempt to discuss how words are combined to generate sentences or how several languages are learned and interchanged. Progress in unravelling these and other related issues will depend on the integration of behavioural, computational and neurophysiological approaches, including neuroimaging.
language developed in the 19th Century by Broca, Wernicke and Lichtheim, the second the cognitive models devised by 20th Century psychologists, and the third how functional neuroimaging can potentially contribute to these models. The fourth section discusses the contributions of functional neuroimaging to date and the fifth attempts to relate the neuroimaging results to the cognitive and neurological models described in earlier sections.
 19     
In 1861, Broca reported a postmortem study of a patient who had been impaired at articulating language. This patient had damage that encompassed the third frontal convolution in the left hemisphere. By deduction, the damaged area-later referred to as Broca's area-was associated with the motor images of speech. Similarly, Wernicke (1874) reported a postmortem study of a patient who had impaired speech comprehension. Damage was found in the left posterior superior temporal cortex and this regionlater referred to as Wernicke's area-was associated with the auditory images of speech. Wernicke developed the model further to predict that if there was damage to the white matter tracts that connect Broca's and Wernicke's areas (the arcuate fasciculus), patients would have intact speech comprehension and production but a deficit repeating what was heard. This type of disconnection syndrome, referred to as ' conduction aphasia', was first reported by Lichtheim (1885) . The upper panel of Figure 1 illustrates Broca's area, Wernicke's area and the arcuate fasciculus on a rendering of the left hemisphere of the brain. The anatomy of heard word repetition involves acoustic processing in the primary auditory cortex (PAC), connections to auditory images of speech in Wernicke's area, motor images of speech in Broca's area and speech generation in the motor cortex.
With respect to reading words, the first major contribution came from Dejerine (1891, 1892) who distinguished 2 main alexic syndromes : ' alexia with agraphia ' and ' alexia without agraphia '. Alexia with agraphia described patients who had acquired a deficit in reading (alexia) and writing (agraphia) and this was associated with damage to the left angular gyrus. The left angular gyrus was therefore linked to memories of visual word forms. In contrast, alexia without agraphia (which is associated with lesions to the left occipital lobe and the splenium of the corpus callosum) was thought to arise from a disconnection of the left angular gyrus from the visual cortex (see Fig. 1 . The anatomy of the 19th century neurological model of language. The upper panel illustrates the anatomical location of the primary auditory cortex (PAC), Wernicke's area, the arcuate fasciculus, Broca's area and the motor cortex. The lower panel also includes the visual cortex and the angular gyrus for reading (see Geshwind, 1965) . Damasio & Damasio, 1983) . The lower panel of Figure 1 illustrates how reading involves visual processing in the visual cortex and memory for visual word forms in the angular gyrus. Connections between the angular gyrus and Wernicke's area link visual word forms to the corresponding auditory word forms which can then be articulated as speech (see Geshwind, 1965) . Figure 2 illustrates the cognitive components of this 19th Century neurological model.
One component seen in Figure 2 , but not accounted for in Figure 1 , is a ' concept centre ' which holds the Lichtheim (1885) , the sequence of cognitive events for spoken word processing involves access to ' auditory word representations ' (in Wernicke's area), the concept centre (for the meaning of words) and motor word representations of speech (in Wernicke's area). For written word processing, access to visual word representations (in the angular gyrus) feeds into auditory word representations (in Wernicke's area ; see Geshwind, 1965) . meaning of words. Comprehension deficits, involving both auditory and visual material, are typically associated with large left temporoparietal lesions that extend beyond the posterior superior temporal gyrus (Wernicke's area) and include the middle and inferior temporal lobe and the angular and supramarginal gyri in the left parietal lobe (Kertesz et al. 1982 ; Alexander et al. 1989 ; Hart & Gordon, 1990) . For example, patients with transcortical sensory aphasia have a severe deficit in comprehension, with lesions distributed in the left inferior temporal lobe, the posterior, inferior parietal lobe (the junction of Brodmann's areas 39 and 19), the left thalamus and the white matter connecting these regions (Alexander et al. 1989) . Thus language comprehension clearly involves areas outside the system specified in Figure 1 .
The difficulty in interpreting these, and other lesion studies, relates to a lack of anatomical precision and the vagueness of the psychological constructs (see Shallice, 1990 for a review). For instance, neuropsychological profiles tend to be complicated, involving more than one cognitive deficit. The full extent of the cognitive deficit may also be obscured following compensatory strategies adopted by the patient to overcome the deficits (cognitive reorganisation) or changes in the functional anatomy (neuronal reorganisation). Likewise, pathological (as opposed to experimental) lesions seldom conform to functionally homogenous neuroanatomical systems and some regions of the brain cannot be investigated because they are relatively immune to ischaemic damage (see Section 3). Another critical limitation is that it is impossible to distinguish whether the lost cognitive function is associated with the lesioned area or disconnection of undamaged areas. Indeed, all that can be concluded from a lesion deficit study is that the neuronal systems intrinsic to the lesioned area, or the connections passing through that area, were necessary for the lost function. One cannot say that the damaged region was either sufficient for, or uniquely identifiable with that function. As will be described later, functional neuroimaging studies on normal subjects provide the perfect compliment in that the neuronal systems sufficient for one task relative to another can be identified. However, the necessity for the different components cannot be established without recourse to lesion data. Thus functional neuroimaging identifies the complete set of regions for one task relative to another and the lesion deficit model identifies which of these regions (or connections) are necessary for a particular task component.
 20     
Because of the difficulties associated with the lesion deficit model, cognitive scientists over the past century have primarily emphasised the complexity of linguistic functions rather than focusing on their neurological underpinnings. Based on behavioural data alone, highly sophisticated models of language have been developed to describe the many different types of operation involved (e.g. McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981 ; Patterson & Shewell, 1987 ; Levelt, 1989 ; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) . For instance, behavioural data from dyslexic patients suggest that there is more than one reading route. One type of dyslexic patient (referred to as surface dyslexics) retain the ability to read unknown words with no meaning (such as LONT ) but fail to read irregularly spelled words (such as DEBT ) while another type of dyslexia (referred to as phonological dyslexia) show the reverse dissociation. The obvious interpretation of this ' double dissociation ' first described by Marshall & Newcombe (1973) , is that the ability to generate the sound of a word from the component letters (sublexical reading) is functionally dissociable from the ability to read words with unique spelling patterns (e.g. YACHT ). A deficit in the former results in Patterson & Shewell (1987) . The terminology is defined in the Table. The key components involve 4 distinct lexicons. The auditory input lexicon corresponds to the auditory images of speech. The orthographic input lexicon corresponds to the visual images of words. The auditory output lexicon corresponds to the motor images of speech. The orthographic output lexicon is not specified in the neurological model but specifies the motor images for writing. The cognitive system includes the concepts of words. Another important element of the model is that it incorporates more than one route for reading and speaking. For instance, words can either be read via orthographic analysis, the orthographic input lexicon and the phonological output lexicon or by direct links between orthographic analysis and a response buffer (sublexical level orthographic to phonological conversion).
phonological dyslexia and a deficit in the latter in surface dyslexia. These findings are not consistent with the neurological model depicted in Figures 1 and 2 which is clearly insufficient to account for the variety of neuropsychological cases that have been described.
In the last 2 decades, behavioural studies have decomposed the normal language system into many interacting subcomponents and devised information processing models comprised of boxes and arrows. A classic example is the word processing model proposed by Patterson & Shewell (1987) , see Figure 3 . The left side of the model describes the processing associated with heard and spoken speech and the right, the processing associated with reading and writing. A full description of the different components and how they interact is given in the figure legend and the Table. Despite the apparent complexity of the model, it is restricted to single word processing and does not describe how different word types might be combined into sentences (Bock & Levelt, 1994 ; Bock, 1995) or how several different languages can be learnt and interchanged (Green, 1998) . Box and arrow diagrams that attempt to incorporate these aspects of language would greatly increase the complexity. However, other types of cognitive model have shown that the same set of functions can be implemented by reducing the number of component parts and increasing the Fig. 4 . A connectionist model of word processing. In this connectionist model adapted from Seidenberg & McClelland (1989) , there are no separate input and output modules for phonology and orthography and the 4 input and output lexicons specified in Figure  3 are replaced by connections\interactions between phonology and semantics (P-S and S-P), semantics and orthography (O-S and S-O) and orthography and phonology (O-P and P-O). Retrieving the phonology (P) of seen words from orthography (O) can either occur via direct links (O-P) or indirectly via semantics (O-S, S-P).
interactions between them. These 'connectionist ' or 'parallel distributed processing ' models emphasise that a large number of functions can emerge from a system with a limited number of highly interactive components. An example of a connectionist model is depicted in Figure 4 . In this model the function of the Definitions Phonemes are the range of vocal sounds we use for speaking. Phonological processes are those involved in the perception or production of phonemes. Graphemes are the visual symbols that depict one or more phonemes. Orthography refers to the grapheme combinations that constitute the spellings of words. Lexical processing refers to that concerned with whole words. The auditory input lexicon stores the ' auditory images of words '. The orthographic input lexicon stores the ' visual images of words '. The auditory output lexicon stores the ' motor images for articulating words '. The orthographic output lexicon stores the ' motor images for writing words '. Semantic memory is our knowledge of the world. Lexicosemantics concerns the conceptual meaning of words. Sublexical processes concern those related to parts of words. Figure 3 is implemented by interactions between orthographic, phonological and semantic processes and there is no distinction between lexical and sublexical processing (the definitions of all these terms is given in the Table) . Phonological dyslexia (a deficit for reading novel words) results from disruption of the connections between orthography and phonology (Plaut & Shallice, 1993) and surface dyslexia (the deficit reading irregularly spelled words) from a deficit in semantic processing (Plaut et al. 1996) .
lexicons identified in
Despite the emphasis that connectionist models place on distributed rather than modular processing, they are still not constrained by neurophysiology. It is in this context that functional neuroimaging has the potential to redefine models of normal and abnormal language processing by providing appropriate neurological constraints. In particular it can assess whether there is a specialised neural system for a particular process or whether the implementation of that process is governed by patterns of distributed activity in neural systems that are shared by other functions.
    
The brain mechanisms underlying language remain largely unknown and until recently, the main source of data came from the association of a brain damaged site with a lost function, the lesion deficit model. In the last 10 y, functional neuroimaging has provided a new means for mapping the functional anatomy of language and the next decade should accelerate this endeavour. Functional imaging offers several fundamental advantages over the lesion deficit model. The most obvious is that brain activity can be observed, noninvasively, ' in vivo ', in subjects who have normal psychological and physiological responses. In particular, functional imaging can identify functional specialisation in regions where naturally occurring lesions are rare or where functionality is preserved following brain damage because of cognitive or neuronal reorganisation (see Section 1 above). The other major advantage is that, unlike the lesion deficit model, functional imaging is not limited to the region of the brain that has been damaged. Instead, the system of distributed cortical areas that sustain a particular sensory, motor or cognitive task can be identified. This systems level approach has several important implications for investigations both on normal subjects and on patients. First, unlike the lesion deficit model, it is not limited to the assumption that cognitive processes or operations are confined to discrete anatomical modules (functional segregation) but allows for functional specialisation which emerges from the interaction between 2 or more areas (functional integration). In relation to patient studies, the systems level approach enables the identification of the sites of abnormal function in the absence of structural damage (e.g. when undamaged regions are disconnected from a damaged region) and where there is normal function in the presence of structural damage (e.g. activation in or around a lesion).
The functional imaging studies reported below are based on data from 2 sources : positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Although there are some subtle differences between these techniques (PET measures blood flow, fMRI measures changes in deoxyhaemoglobin), they both measure neural activity by detecting the locally specific changes in blood composition and flow that accompany neural activity. In order to detect such changes, any functional imaging paradigm must include measurements from 2 or more brain states. The brain area associated with the cognitive process of interest (e.g. speech production) is identified by contrasting an ' activation ' task (e.g. reading aloud) that engages the process of interest with a ' baseline ' task that does not (e.g. reading silently). This method, referred to as ' subtraction methodology ', can be elaborated in several different ways. For example, using a hierarchical subtraction approach, the first functional imaging study of language, reported by Petersen et al. (1988) , attempted to identify the brain regions associated with lexical and semantic processing by contrasting activity in a hierarchy of different states that included visual fixation, listening to words, repeating heard words and generating the meanings associated with heard words. The expectation engendered by this study was that the functional anatomy of all subtle word processes would be identified by finding baseline tasks that engaged all but the process of interest.
It did not, however, turn out to be as simple as this because there are 2 critical limitations of subtraction methodology with respect to language processing. The first is that the normal language system is very responsive to seeing and hearing word-like stimuli. As a result, even when subjects are not required to recognise or name a word or word-like stimulus, it is difficult to prevent extensive (implicit) word processing (see Macleod, 1991 ; . This means that it is difficult to find 2 tasks that differ by only the process of interest. Activation differences will be diminished when the baseline task engages the process of interest to the same degree as the activation task. Conversely, activation differences will be superfluous to the process of interest when the activation task engages processes unrelated to task requirements. It is in this sense that it cannot be said that the regions identified for one task, relative to another, are necessary for task performance. It can only be said that the areas identified were sufficient for one task relative to another. Functional imaging thereby provides complementary information to that offered by lesion studies (which indicate the areas that are necessary for a task but not the full set of regions required, see Section 1).
The second limitation of subtraction methodology with respect to language is that, even when a particular process is thought to be equivalently engaged by the activation and baseline tasks, activation may vary with the demands of the task (see Friston et al. 1996) . For instance, visual processing of seen words may increase when subjects are required to read words aloud relative to reading the same words silently even though the visual input is matched Shulman et al. 1997) . As a consequence of these taskdependent effects in nonlinguistic regions, the design and interpretation of functional imaging studies needs to consider the way that linguistic processes and memories interact with sensory input and motor output (see Introduction).
In summary, functional neuroimaging provides a means to reveal the neuronal systems underlying language processing and the extent to which functional specialisation depends on functional segregation and functional integration. Ultimately, the aim of such studies is to integrate cognitive models of language (see Section 2) with biological mechanisms. However, the methodology is not straightforward and at the beginning of the 21st Century, functional imaging studies are still attempting to answer the most elementary questions. For instance, which brain regions are involved in speech perception and production ? How does the processing of spoken speech differ from the processing of written speech ? How are the meanings of words represented ? Since precise answers to these questions are still a matter of debate, the neuroanatomy of more complex linguistic functions such as sentence production and bilingualism, is well beyond the scope of this article and cannot be addressed usefully at this stage.
        
The data presented in this section attempt to test the validity of the 19th and 20th Century models of language illustrated in Figures 1 to 4 . First, the full set of regions that comprise the neuronal systems associated with heard word repetition and reading are identified relative to rest (see Fig. 5 ). The top panel of Figure 5 illustrates the activation associated with heard word repetition relative to rest. The middle panel of Figure 5 illustrates the activation associated with reading aloud relative to rest. These figures can be directly contrasted with those in Figure 1 which illustrates the 19th Century neurological model. As can be seen, the functional imaging data and the neurological model are very consistent. Activation for repetition of heard speech relative to rest includes the primary auditory cortex, Wernicke's area, the posterior part of Broca's area (the pars opercularis) and ventral motor cortex. These regions are also engaged during reading, along with the predicted responses in the visual cortex. The primary auditory cortices are engaged during reading because when words are spoken aloud, subjects hear the sound of their own voice. This is demonstrated in the bottom panel of Figure 5 which shows activation of primary auditory cortices when subjects generate the sounds of seen words relative to articulating the same words silently. Thus far, the data appear to conform entirely to the predictions of the neurological model. However, there are some discrepancies, particularly between the reading data and the reading model. First, reading aloud relative to rest does not activate the angular gyrus but it does activate the left posterior inferior temporal cortex in the middle of the fusiform gyrus. Secondly, activation in Broca's area both during reading and heard word repetition was restricted to the pars opercularis with no detectable activity in the more anterior region (the pars triangularis). Thirdly, all 3 panels in Figure 5 clearly illustrate a bilateral rather than left lateralise! d language system. These inconsistencies with the neurological model must therefore be addressed with studies that attempt to dissociate specific roles for the component regions. Particular attention will be paid to the role of the left posterior inferior temporal cortex, the left angular gyrus and the anterior portion of Broca's area (the pars triangularis). Fig. 6 )
Heard word repetition (see
The data illustrated in Figure 6 are presented to dissociate the functions of the diversity of regions activated by repetition of heard speech. The top panel illustrates areas involved in speech input by contrasting activity during listening to words with activity during listening to nonspeech noise bursts (see Mummery et al. 1999) . As expected from both lesion and imaging studies, activation can be seen in the anterior and posterior superior temporal gyri (including Heschl's gyri), the dorsal surface of the superior temporal gyri (the planum temporale), the superior temporal sulci and more ventrally in the middle temporal gyri. Heschl's gyrus and the planum temporale are the primary cortical projection areas of the ascending auditory pathway ; the rest of the superior temporal gyri is also unimodal auditory association cortex (Creutzfeld et al. 1989) . Isolated lesions to bilateral superior temporal gyri result in the syndrome of ' word deafness ' (Buchman et al. 1986 ; Engelein et al. 1995) . Such patients have normal language skills for speaking, reading and writing, can identify environmental sounds, but are unable to comprehend heard speech. In other words they have a speech specific perception deficit. One suggestion is that word deafness results from an impairment in distinguishing rapid changes in auditory input as perception of speech is more reliant on these fine-tuned discriminations than environmental sounds (Auerbach et al. 1982) . In contrast, the superior temporal sulci and middle temporal gyri, which are also activated for speech, relative to noise bursts, contain polymodal areas that receive visual, somatosensory and auditory projections (Seltzer & Panya, 1994) . These areas are likely to be the sites for higher order language functions (see below).
The second panel of Figure 6 illustrates the areas involved in speech output by directly contrasting repetition of heard words with listening passively to the same words (see Price et al. 1996 b) . This comparison reveals activation in bilateral sylvian sensorimotor cortices which extends into the anterior superior temporal lobes and the left frontal operculum (the pars opercularis). Activity in the sensorimotor cortices during articulation is associated with output to laryngeal, lingual and facial muscle but activation extends more than 20 mm above the intercommissural line, dorsal to the motor representations for lip, tongue and larynx. The observed activations may be related to the voluntary control of respiration (Ramsay et al. 1993), a necessary component of articulation. Activation was also observed (but is not illustrated) in the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the cingulate gyrus. These areas are associated with the initiation of speech because lesions result in transcortical motor aphasia, i.e. impaired spontaneous speech production with preserved repetition (Damasio & Geshwind, 1984 ; Mesulam, 1990) . Finally, the right posterior superior temporal cortex is also activated for repetition of heard words relative to listening. The temporal activations may relate to retrieving the sounds of heard words (phonological output), hearing the sound of the spoken response (see third panel of Fig. 5 ) or changes in attention to auditory input when a response is required (Frost et al. 1998) . These possibilities are addressed in the third panel of Figure 6 which contrasts heard word repetition with a task in which subjects hear the same words and articulate an arbitrary word (' Okay ') to each presentation. The ' Okay ' response was selected to partially control (1) attention to the words, (2) articulation, (3) speech generation and (4) hearing the sound of the spoken response. Even in this contrast, activation in bilateral primary auditory cortices illustrates that when the response is specified by the input (i.e. for repetition but not for saying ' Okay ') auditory processing is enhanced and therefore the activation pattern is not specific to phonological retrieval. Nevertheless, the experiment successfully isolated activation in the left anterior insula (shown on the left of fourth panel in Fig. 6 ) from that in the surrounding motor and inferior frontal cortex. This is interesting because recent lesion (Dronkers, 1996) and neuroimaging ) studies have emphasised that the critical speech production region in Broca's area is the anterior insula. More lateral and anterior lesions typically cause deficits in sentence comprehension and production, in particular the ability to generate word lists and assemble phonemes into words and words into sentences (Rubens, 1976 ; Damasio & Geshwind, 1984 ; Costello & Warrington, 1989 ; see the section on frontal activation below).
The third panel of Figure 6 also illustrates activation of the left posterior inferior temporal lobe on the border with the cerebellum (shown in the middle of the fourth panel in Fig. 6 ) for repetition relative to saying ' Okay ' to the same words. Activation in this area has not previously been detected for repetition relative to rest (e.g. Price et al. 1996 b ; Wise et al. 1999 ; McCrory et al. 2000) . Furthermore, repetition is not usually impaired following damage to the posterior inferior temporal lobe. However, the same area is activated by reading (Figs 5, 7 ) and it appears to be critical for picture naming and verbal fluency (see below). It is possible, that it is implicitly activated during heard word repetition by virtue of direct connections from Wernicke's area (DiVirgilio & Clarke, 1997) . Implicit activation in this context means that it was not necessary for task performance.
The bottom panel of Figure 6 illustrates a more precise characterisation of speech specific areas by contrasting heard word repetition with environmental sound naming. This was achieved by first identifying areas that were more active for (1) speech repetition relative to stimulus specific noise bursts (matched to the speech stimuli for duration, amplitude and mean frequency), and (2) environmental sound naming relative to noise bursts. In a second step, the sound-noise activation is subtracted from the speech-noise activation. This contrast controls for inevitable differences in the duration, amplitude and mean frequency of words and sounds and reveals speech specific areas in the upper bank of the left posterior superior temporal sulcus (the inferior part of Wernicke's area) and a homologous area in the right hemisphere. Although this is consistent with speech specific areas, A. L. Giraud, C. J. Price, J. M. Graham, & R. S. J. Frackowiak (unpublished) have demonstrated that the same superior temporal sulci regions are activated for naming environmental sounds in patients recovering their hearing with the aid of cochlear implants. Similarly, Belin et al. (2000) have reported identical activations for hearing human sounds (coughing, sneezing, etc.) relative to environmental sounds. Activation in this area is therefore not necessarily speech specific. The data suggest it may depend on attention to the input particularly when fine tuned auditory discriminations are required.
In summary, speech input activates bilateral superior and middle temporal cortices. Speech output enhances activation in the left posterior superior temporal sulcus and engages the left anterior insula and bilateral sensorimotor cortices. The left posterior inferior temporal cortex may also be involved.
Reading (see Fig. 7 ) The layout of Figure 7 corresponds to that in Figure  6 . In the top panel, the areas involved in silent reading are revealed relative to a baseline that controls for the visual features of letters. These are referred to as falsefonts and look like this :
. Three areas of significant activation can be seen : the left posterior inferior temporal cortex in the midfusiform gyrus (as identified in the middle panel of Fig. 5) , the left posterior superior temporal cortex (Wernicke's area) and the cerebellum. It should be noted, however, that the activation pattern detected for silent reading varies between studies, subjects, word type, word presentation rate and the duration over which words remain on the screen (see Price et al. 1994 Bookheimer et al. 1995 ; Beauregard et al. 1997 ; Herbster et al. 1997 ; Rumsey et al. 1997 ; Brunswick et al. 1999 ; Moore & Price, 1999 ; Paulesu et al. 2000) . For instance, in some studies, silent reading activates the angular gyrus (Bookheimer et al. 1995 ; particularly when the words make up sentences (Bottini et al. 1994 ; Bavalier et al. 1997 ; R. Vandenberghe et al. A. C. Nobre, C. J. Price, unpublished) but other silent reading studies using single words do not show angular gyrus activation Herbster et al. 1997 ; Rumsey et al. 1997 ; Brunswick et al. 1999 ; Moore & Price, 1999) . As will be discussed later, activation in the angular gyrus appears to be related to accessing semantics which may be more prominent when sentences are read (Bavalier et al. 1997) or when unrelated words are presented slowly .
The second panel of Figure 7 illustrates the areas involved in reading aloud relative to reading silently. The areas identified correspond exactly to those illustrated in the second panel of Figure 6 although the 2 studies were run independently with different groups of subjects. This confirms a common speech output system for repetition and reading as predicted by the Neurological and Cognitive models described in Figures 1-4 . The third panel of Figure 7 illustrates activation for reading aloud relative to seeing the same stimuli and articulating ' Okay '. As described in relation to the third panel of Figure 6 , the ' Okay ' response was selected to partially control (1) attention to the words, (2) articulation, (3) speech generation and (4) hearing the sound of the spoken response. Activation in the left posterior inferior temporal cortex, left anterior insula and left superior temporal sulcus corresponds almost exactly to those associated with phonological output in response to heard words. Transverse sections through these regions are shown in both Figures 6 and 7 and demonstrate the identical set of brain areas for reading and heard word repetition. The left posterior superior temporal cortex is illustrated again in the bottom panel of Figure 7 where it was found to be more active for reading aloud relative to picture naming. As can be seen, it extends into the parietal cortex (see also Bookheimer et al. 1995 ; Menard et al. 1996 ; Vandenberghe et al. 1996) and lies superior to the area associated with repeating words relative to sound naming (see bottom panel of Fig. 6 ). To evaluate the similarities and differences between heard word repetition and reading a direct contrast is required. This will be addressed in the next section.
Reading relative to saying ' Okay ' to the same stimuli also activated the lingual gyrus (medial extrastriate visual cortex) and areas associated with motor control (medial cerebellum and left precentral gyrus). The latter illustrates that the demands on articulation increase when words that correspond to the input are retrieved (reading) relative to when subjects say ' Okay ' to each stimulus. This has also been observed for heard word repetition (Price et al. 1996 b) but not in the study illustrated in Figure 6 . Activation in the lingual gyrus is more controversial. One possibility is that activation in the lingual gyrus corresponds to activation in a visual word form area (Petersen et al. 1988 (Petersen et al. , 1990 . The word form account was based on lesion studies that showed that the left medial extrastriate area is damaged in alexia without agraphia (see Section 1 above). Other investigators, however, have challenged the association of the left medial extrastriate cortex with the visual word form system. For instance, Howard et al. (1992) found no differences in the striate or extrastriate cortex when reading aloud was contrasted to saying ' Crime ' in response to strings of falsefonts (although see . Indefrey et al. (1997) demonstrated that activation changes in the visual cortex were related to the length or visual complexity of the stimulus (rather than lexicality) ; and Bookheimer et al. (1995) and Moore & Price (1999) reported activation in the lingual gyrus both for reading and object processing relative to visual controls but found no difference when reading was contrasted with object processing. Clearly then, activation in the lingual gyrus is not specific to words.
An alternative to the word form hypothesis is that the left medial lingual gyrus is involved in some aspect of visual processing that is enhanced when subjects are required to make a stimulus specific response such as naming (Shulman et al. 1997 ; . This explanation gains some support from a functional imaging study by Fink et al. (1996) that employed the Navon task (Navon 1977). The study of Fink et al. involved the presentation of hierarchically organised letters (global letters composed of local letters) and a requirement to attend to the identity either of the local or the global parts. Activation increased in the medial lingual gyrus when attention was directed to the global parts, and in bilateral fusiform gyri when attention was directed to the local parts. Since the visual input remained the same, irrespective of task, the study of Fink et al. suggested that the bilateral fusiform gyrus was concerned with local feature processing and the medial lingual gyrus was concerned with global processing. If these results are applied to those depicted in the third panel of Figure 7 , we might deduce that subjects attend more to the global shape of words (or objects) when a naming response is required.
In summary, reading words activates the same set of regions as heard word repetition but written words also engage the visual cortex. (Fig. 8) To examine the similarities and differences between auditory and visual word repetition, the data illustrated in the third panel of both Figures 6 and 7 are combined together in Figure 8 . The top panel illustrates similarities in activation for heard word repetition (relative to saying ' Okay ' to auditory noise bursts) and reading aloud (relative to saying ' Okay ' to falsefonts). As predicted from Figures 6 and 7, common activation is identified in the left posterior inferior temporal cortex and the left posterior superior temporal sulcus (Wernicke's area). It therefore appears that auditory and written word input can engage both areas. However, the spatial resolution of the functional imaging data does not allow us to exclude the possibility that within the shared regions there is specialisation for auditory and visual word processing. The activation for reading relative to object naming extends 8 mm superior to activation for repetition relative to naming environmental sounds and 8 mm is not within the spatial resolution of the PET methodology used. Furthermore, although the superior temporal sulcus is a multisensory area it is comprised of unimodal patches from different sensory modalities (Seltzer et al. 1996 ) that would not be differentiated either by PET or fMRI.
Similarities and differences between reading and heard word repetition
What then are the differences between repetition and reading once sensory input has been controlled ? The second panel of Figure 8 illustrates activation for heard word repetition relative to reading. Consistent with the neurological model, bilateral auditory cortex is demonstrated including Wernicke's area. Although sensory input was controlled (by comparing words to noise bursts), the increased activation for heard word repetition relative to reading includes primary auditory areas. This is because auditory activation increases when stimulus specific phonology must be articulated (see above). Just as Wernicke's area is more active for heard word repetition, the left posterior inferior temporal area is more active for reading (see third panel of Fig. 8 ). In addition, stimulus-specific phonological responses for reading activated a region of the left medial extrastriate visual cortex (see inset on right of third panel in Fig. 8 ) that is also observed for object naming but not heard word repetition. In the previous section this area was associated with increased visual processing when a stimulus specific response was required.
In summary, the data presented in Figure 8 indicate that although Wernicke's area and the left posterior inferior temporal cortex can be activated both by reading and heard word repetition, Wernicke's area is more active for heard word repetition and the left posterior inferior temporal cortex is more active for reading. In addition, heard word repetition increases the demands on bilateral primary auditory cortex whereas reading increases the demands on medial extrastriate visual cortex.
Wernicke's area and the left posterior inferior temporal cortex (see Figs 8, 9)
The previous sections have demonstrated that the left posterior superior temporal sulcus (Wernicke's area) and the left posterior inferior temporal cortex can be activated both by heard word repetition and reading. This section discusses their possible functions. The first point (as mentioned previously) is that while Wernicke's area is consistently activated by heard word repetition, it is not consistently activated by reading (see above). Conversely, while the left posterior inferior temporal lobe is almost always activated by reading, it is not always activated by heard word repetition. This relates to the second point : functional imaging data identify the distributed set of regions for a task but do not inform us which areas are necessary for task performance. For this we must consider the lesion data.
Lesions to Wernicke's area do indeed result in impaired reading and repetition (Wernicke, 1874) but not when the lesion is limited to the superior temporal gyrus. The multimodal areas that respond to auditory and visual stimuli are in the superior temporal sulci and the middle temporal gyri (Seltzer & Panya, 1994) . Lesions that selectively take out the left posterior inferior temporal cortex are much rarer because the blood supply to the region comes from both the posterior and middle cerebral arteries thereby protecting it from profound ischaemic damage. This could possibly explain why the left posterior inferior temporal area was missed by the 19th Century neurologists. Consequently, on the basis of primate studies, the posterior inferior temporal cortex has traditionally been associated with visual object processing. Recent lesion, electrophysiological and neuroimaging studies have been more enlightening. For instance, the linguistic role of the inferior temporal cortex was first noted in electrical stimulation studies (see Luders et al. 1986 ; Burnstine et al. 1990 ) and the surrounding area was referred to as the ' basal temporal language area '. Second, the left posterior inferior temporal cortex is associated with a range of word retrieval tasks in neuroimaging, irrespective of stimulus modality. This is illustrated in Figure 9 which identifies the left posterior inferior temporal cortex and the left anterior insula\frontal operculum as word retrieval areas irrespective of stimulus modality. Third, 2 recent lesion studies have associated damage to a discrete region of the left posterior inferior temporal cortex with anomia in the absence of impaired object recognition, semantic impairment or heard word repetition (Raymer et al. 1997 ; Foundas et al. 1998) . Lesion studies therefore indicate a necessary role for the left posterior inferior temporal cortex in word retrieval but not in repetition and a necessary role for Wernicke's areas in both reading and heard word repetition.
The absence of the left posterior inferior temporal cortex from the 19th Century neurological model (see Fig. 1 ) may underlie the criticism that the model was unable to explain why phonological dyslexics are able to read familiar words but not new words and surface dyslexics have the reverse dissociation (see Section 2 above). When the left posterior inferior temporal cortex is included in the neurological model, then 2 routes to reading are provided : one that links visual input via Wernicke's area to the frontal operculum and one that links visual input via the left inferior temporal lobe to the frontal operculum. Indeed, this proposal concurs with the dissociation of lesion sites reported for surface and phonological dyslexia : surface dyslexia is associated with left inferior temporal lesions (Vanier & Caplan, 1985) and phonological dyslexia is associated with more superior lesions which extend into the supramarginal gyrus ; self generated words related to auditorily presented letters (e.g. hear ' H ' say ' House ') contrasted with auditory repetition of the same letters (data from . Third and fourth rows : areas common to all studies illustrated ; these include the posterior inferior temporal cortex in the fusiform gyrus, the posterior inferior frontal cortex, the frontal operculum (for all tasks except letter and colour naming) and the anterior insula for the visual tasks only. (Marin, 1980) . The function of the left inferior temporal cortex is therefore consistent with the semantic route to reading and the function of the left posterior superior temporal cortex is consistent with a nonsemantic route to reading.
For functional neuroimaging studies to distinguish the different roles of the posterior superior temporal sulci and the left posterior inferior temporal region, a comparison between familiar and novel words might be considered. The first prediction is that familiar words will activate the semantic reading route and novel words (e.g. ' LONT ') will activate the nonsemantic reading route. However, the results of such studies have been very inconsistent. More activation for novel words than familiar words has been reported in the left inferior frontal cortex (Fiez et al. 1993 ; Fig. 10 . The meaning of words. Areas of the brain that activate when the meaning of words is available are illustrated in red and yellow on renderings of the left and right side of the brain. Top row : repeating words relative to repeating meaningless syllables (e.g. tatata) ; data from A. L. Giraud and C. J. Price (unpublished). Second row : reading aloud real words relative to reading meaningless pseudowords (e.g. LONT) ; data from Brunswick et al. (1999) . Third row : reading the names of famous people (e.g. ' MARILYN MONROE ') and objects (e.g. ' WHEEL BARROW ') relative to strings of consonant strings (' MNRTRBNMTTRW ') ; data from Gorno-Tempini et al. (1998) . Fourth row : semantic decisions (is it a living item ?) on written words (e.g. ' TABLE ' or ' PIG ') relative to syllable decisions (does it have 2 syllables ?) on the same words ; data from Price et al. (1997 b) . On the right of each row, a transverse slice 20 mm below the intercommisural line illustrates the precise locations of the anterior inferior temporal activations. Herbster et al. 1997 ; Fiez & Petersen, 1998 ; Brunswick et al. 1999 ; Paulesu et al. 2000) , left superior temporal cortex Rumsey et al. 1997 ; Brunswick et al. 1999 ; Paulesu et al. 2000) and left middle fusiform\posterior inferior temporal lobe Brunswick et al. 1999 ; Paulesu et al. 2000) . Increased activation for familiar relative to novel words has only been reported by Herbster et al. (1997) in the same midfusiform region that was more active for novel words in the studies by Price et al . (1996 a) ; Brunswick et al. (1999) and Paulesu et al. (2000) . Overall, it appears that novel words tend to tax both the semantic and nonsemantic systems more than familiar words, perhaps because the semantic system attempts to find a meaning to the novel words and the nonsemantic route attempts to assimilate the sounds (see .
Nevertheless, 2 lines of functional imaging evidence support the implication from lesion data that novel words might be more dependent on the superior temporal cortex (Wernicke's area) than the left posterior inferior temporal lobe. The first is that it is Wernicke's area that is more active for reading than picture naming (see bottom panel of Fig. 7) whereas the left posterior inferior temporal lobe is activated both by reading and picture naming (Bookheimer et al. 1995 ; Moore & Price, 1999 ; see also Fig. 9 ). The critical distinction here is that picture naming can only proceed following access to semantics, whereas reading can also proceed in the absence of semantics (e.g. for reading novel words such as ' Dobocodoo '). Therefore, the role of the left posterior inferior temporal area is more consistent with the semantic route to naming. The other line of evidence is that Wernicke's area is more active when Italian speakers read Italian than when English speakers read English (Paulesu et al. 2000) . The critical distinction here is that the relationship between orthography and phonology is consistent in Italian but inconsistent in English. This means that direct translation from orthography to phonology is more reliable in Italian thereby biasing Italians to engage Wernicke's area more than English readers.
In summary, both reading and repetition activate the posterior superior temporal sulci and the left posterior inferior temporal lobe relative to conditions that attempt to control for sensory input and motor output. Activation in the left posterior inferior temporal lobe is not always activated during repetition, appears to be involved in retrieving phonology irrespective of stimulus modality and is usually accompanied by activation in the left frontal operculum\anterior insula (see Fig. 9 ). It may correspond to a semantic word retrieval route predicted by the 20th Century cognitive models but it is not consistent with the predictions of the 19th Century neurologists. Conversely, activation in the left posterior superior temporal sulcus (Wernicke's area) for both tasks is consistent with the 19th Century neurological model and may correspond to the nonsemantic word retrieval route hypothesised by the 20th Century cognitive models. Neuroimaging studies show that the left posterior superior temporal sulcus (Wernicke's area) is always engaged by heard word repetition but not always engaged by reading.
Accessing semantics (Figs 10, 11) So far, this article has focused entirely on the neural systems for auditory and visual word repetition and only touched briefly on the systems underlying meaning and recognition. In this section, data will be presented to illustrate a regionally distributed semantic memory system that includes a number of extrasylvian temporal and parietal regions including the left angular gyrus. One of questions that was raised in the discussion of Figure 5 related to the absence of activation in the left angular gyrus during reading. Although the angular gyrus is not activated when unrelated words are read aloud relative to rest, it is observed during sentence reading (Bavalier et al. 1997) , when unrelated words are read silently at a slow rate and when the meaning of words is accessed. Figures 10 and 11 show that the posterior inferior left parietal lobe, including the angular gyrus, is involved in semantic processing. The top panel of Figure 10 illustrates the areas that are more active for heard word repetition relative to repetition of meaningless syllables. Activation can be seen in bilateral posterior temporoparietal regions and the left anterior inferior temporal lobe. These areas have been associated with semantic processing in numerous visual and auditory studies (Demonet et al. 1992 Gorno-Tempini et al. 1998 ; Mummery et al. 1998) . Panels 2-4 in Figure 10 show that the left posterior temporoparietal junction and the left anterior inferior temporal lobe can also be more active for reading words relative to novel words (second panel), for reading the names of objects and famous people relative to letters (third panel of Fig. 10 ) and when subjects read the names of objects, animals and fruits in order to make semantic decisions (living or nonliving ?) relative to phonological decisions (2 syllables or not ?) : see bottom panel of Fig. 10 .
The hypothesis that semantic processing occurs in the angular gyrus and the anterior inferior temporal lobes is supported both by lesion and electrophysiological studies. Patients with damage to the left angular gyrus have deficits with both written and spoken word comprehension (Dejerine, 1892 ; Geshwind, 1965 ; Hart & Gordon, 1990) . Patients with atrophy in the left anterior and inferior temporal cortices have profound loss of semantic knowledge (Hodges et al. 1992) . Likewise, patients with transcortical sensory aphasia have a severe deficit in comprehension, with lesions distributed in the left inferior temporal lobe, the posterior inferior parietal lobe (the junction of Brodmann's areas 39 and 19), the left thalamus and the white matter connecting these regions (Alexander et al. 1989 ). Cortical and intracortical recording studies also associate semantic processing with the left anterior temporal lobe (Nobre et al. 1995) and left parietal cortex (Connolly et al. 1994) .
Although the studies illustrated in Figure 10 show consistency in the occurrence of activation of the left Fig. 11 . Accessing different types of semantics. Areas of the brain more active for (top row) reading the names of objects relative to the names of famous people (data from Gorno-Tempini et al. 2000) ; second row : reading the names of famous people relative to objects (data from Gorno-Tempini et al. 1998) ; third row : reading sentences relative to the same list of words scrambled into a random order (data from R. Vandenberghe, A. C. Nobre, C. J. Price, unpublished) ; fourth row : associating a target word with 1 of 2 choices on the basis of meaning relative to physical size on the screen (data from Vandenberghe et al. 1996) . On the right of each row, a transverse slice 20 mm below the intercommisural line illustrates the precise locations of the inferior temporal activations. Fifth row : transverse slices 20 mm below the intercommisural line to illustrate the relative locations of different areas in the inferior temporal lobe (data from GornoTempini et al. 1998). posterior temporoparietal junction and the left anterior inferior temporal lobe, the precise location of these activations varies slightly between studies and subjects (see right column of Fig. 10 ). One explanation for this variance is that there are anatomically segregated areas specialised for accessing different types of semantic attribute (Warrington & Shallice, 1984 ; Warrington & McCarthy, 1987 Martin et al. 1995 Martin et al. , 1996 Damasio et al. 1996) . This is considered in Figure 11 . The top panel shows an area in the left posterior middle temporal lobe that is more active for reading the names of objects and body parts than the names of famous people. Activation in this area also increases when the actions associated with objects must be retrieved (Martin et al. 1995 ; Phillips et al. 1999) . One possibility then is that when objects and body parts are named, associated actions are more likely to be retrieved implicitly than when famous people are named (Warrington & Shallice, 1975 ; Farah & McClelland, 1991 ; Martin et al. 1996) . Conversely, the second panel of Figure 11 shows an area in the anterior inferior temporal cortex that is more active for reading the names of famous people than the names of objects. The underlying function of this region remains unclear. For instance, although in 3 experiments it has been shown to be more active for famous faces than everyday objects (Gorno-Tempini et al. 1998 , it is also more active for reading grammatical sentences than when the order of the same words is scrambled (compare the second and third panels of Fig. 11) . Similarly, the anterior temporal cortex is more active for reading sentences relative to unrelated words (Mazoyer et al. 1993 ; Bottini et al. 1995) and reading stories relative to unrelated sentences (Fletcher et al. 1995) . One possibility is that activation in the anterior inferior temporal lobe increases when the semantic attributes become more specific. For instance, famous people are associated with very specific biographical memories and sentences require the integration of many semantic attributes into more specific concepts.
There may also be some anatomical specialisation in the left posterior inferior parietal cortex. In some studies semantically induced activity lies close to the temporal cortex (see Fig. 10 ) whereas in others activation extends posteriorly and superiorly into the angular gyrus (see picture naming in Fig. 9 and fourth panel in Fig. 11) . Although the precise role of these different regions remains unclear, differentiation within subjects has been shown by Mummery et al. (1998) who found that the dorsal posterior inferior parietal cortex was more active when semantic processing required judgements about where objects are typically located (e.g. hammers and screwdrivers in the tool box, rakes and spades in the garden shed) relative to judgements on the colour of objects.
The fourth panel of Figure 11 illustrates the activation for associating the names of objects on the basis of their meaning (e.g. linking the word ' Baby ' to ' Cot ' rather than ' Bed ') relative to associating words on the basis of their physical size (e.g. linking the word ' Baby ' to ' Baby ' rather than ' Baby '). In addition to activation in the anterior and posterior middle temporal and posterior parietal regions, 2 other areas were activated that have not been discussed so far. The first is an area of the middle fusiform gyrus that lies medial and anterior to the naming area (for relative position of these areas, see bottom panel of Fig. 11 ). The second area covers the left inferior and middle frontal gyri including the anterior part of Broca's area. These areas will now be discussed in turn.
The middle fusiform area (Brodmann's area 20) around the collateral sulcus (which separates the fusiform and parahippocampal gyri), is commonly activated when words and pictures are viewed (Bookheimer et al. 1995 ; Damasio et al. 1996 ; Martin et al. 1996 ; Herbster et al. 1997 ; Moore & Price, 1999) . It is also more active when people listen to object names and imagine the stimulus relative to when abstract words are listened to passively (D'Esposito et al. 1997) . Thus it appears to respond irrespective of the stimulus input modality. D 'Esposito et al. (1997) associated the region with the visual attributes of semantic memory but it is clearly not specific to visual memory, since the same area is activated when congenitally blind subjects read words with abstract meanings in Braille (see Buechel et al. 1998 ; Moore & Price, 1999) , i.e. using tactile input.
Frontal activations
The extensive frontal activation seen for associating triads of words on the basis of meaning corresponds to the area that is most frequently reported and discussed in functional imaging studies of semantic processing (e.g. Petersen et al. 1988 Petersen et al. , 1989 Petersen et al. , 1990 Kapur et al. 1994 ; Demb et al. 1995 ; Shaywitz et al. 1995 ; Gabrielli et al. 1996 Gabrielli et al. , 1998 Thompson-Schill et al. 1997 ; Chee et al. 1999) . Why might this be the case when only the frontal operculum is activated during single word reading and heard word repetition ? The answer clearly lies in the cognitive tasks that are employed. When subjects are asked to select a word that matches a target, several nonlinguistically specific processes are required including (1) initiation of a new sequence of cognitive processes, (2) reading the target word (e.g. ' Baby ') and the 2 choices (e.g. ' Cot ' and ' Bed '), (3) accessing perceptual and functional semantic associations (e.g. what it looks like and how it is used) ; (4) holding the meaning of these words in memory ; (5) selecting the stimulus most closely associated with the target ; and (6) making response. Prefrontal activity may relate to any of these processes. Indeed, dorsolateral prefrontal activation has been associated with nonlinguistic processes such as ' willed action ' (Frith et al. 1991 b) and working memory (Paulesu et al. 1993 ). For instance, Frith et al. (1991 b) demonstrated that extensive prefrontal activation is involved in self initiation of motor responses as well as self initiation of speech (see Fig.  9 ). Furthermore, when attempts are made to control as many aspects of the cognitive strategy as possible, semantic tasks primarily result in activation of the temporal lobes (Demonet et al. 1992 Binder et al. 1997 ; Price et al. 1997 b ; Pugh et al. 1998) . Raichle et al. (1994) has also demonstrated that as a new task becomes more familiar, activation in the left prefrontal cortex decreases. Nevertheless, there is also some suggestion that different parts of the inferior frontal cortex are specialised for semantic and phonological tasks (Buckner et al. 1995 ; Fiez 1997) . Tasks that require decisions about the meaning of words tend to enhance activation in the anterior inferior frontal cortex (Fiez et al. 1997 ; Mummery et al. 1998 ; Dapretto & Bookheimer, 1999) whereas tasks that require decisions about the phonemic content of words tend to enhance activation in the dorsal posterior inferior frontal cortex (Demonet et al. 1992 Paulesu et al. 1993 ; Buckner et al. 1995 ; Zatorre et al. 1996 ; Fiez et al. 1997) . In summary, activation in the left middle frontal cortex increases for novel complex tasks that require executive control. Likewise activation in the anterior ventral inferior frontal cortex appears to be involved in associating the meanings of different words and activation in the dorsal posterior inferior frontal cortex is most active for phonemic decisions. However, to my knowledge, there are no lesion studies that correspond to these divisions. For the purposes of this article, the critical point is that the anterior part of Broca's area is not required for reading or repeating single words, but it is required for generating word associates, a necessary part of sentence production.
In summary, when the meaning of words is accessed, activation is observed in the left posterior temporoparietal cortex (including the angular gyrus) and several regions in the middle and inferior temporal cortices. The differential roles that these areas play in semantic processing is still a matter of debate, as are the functions of several regions in the frontal lobe that are activated when the meanings of different words must be linked together. The data on functional specialisation in these temporal and frontal areas deserve their own review but this is not the focus of the present article which is concerned with testing 3 specific models of auditory and visual word processing.
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(See Fig. 12 and Figs 1-4 ) The data presented in Section 4 are consistent with the following account (see Fig. 12 ). Auditory processing of heard words activates bilateral superior temporal gyri. Accessing the meaning of words activates the left posterior middle temporal, posterior temporoparietal and anterior inferior temporal cortices (the different regions may be involved in different types of semantic attribute). When speech output is required, activation is enhanced in the posterior superior temporal sulci and left posterior inferior temporal cortex. Activation in the posterior superior temporal sulci increases when words or sublexical speech are repeated or read but not when pictures are named. Thus the posterior superior temporal sulci (Wernicke's area) may sustain nonsemantically mediated speech output. In contrast, the left posterior inferior temporal cortex, which is in close proximity to the middle fusiform semantic area (see bottom panel of Fig. 11) , is activated by a range of word retrieval tasks such as picture naming and verbal fluency. It is therefore involved in lexical, semantically mediated speech output. Irrespective of which temporal areas mediate speech output, articulatory planning activates the left anterior insula or an adjacent region in the frontal operculum (the determinants of the location of this activation remain unclear). The process of phonological retrieval therefore involves integration of activity in the anterior insula\frontal operculum with activity in posterior superior temporal sulci or the left posterior inferior temporal cortex. Finally, motor control of speech output activates bilateral sensorimotor cortices and hearing the sound of the spoken response increases activation in the superior temporal gyri.
For written words, the same set of regions is activated. The only areas activated by reading but not auditory word processing are the posterior fusiform and lingual gyri. These areas are not specific to reading because they are also activated by picture naming. What is specific to reading is the cooccurrence of activity in visual cortex and the posterior superior temporal sulci. This type of specialisation is referred to as ' functional integration '. There might be reading specific connections between visual and temporal areas or anatomical segregation of visual and auditory inputs within the ' shared ' regions but further studies are required.
How does the model presented in Figure 12 relate to the neurological and cognitive models described in Figures 1-4 ? The correspondence to the 19th Century neurological model illustrated in Figure 1 is clear although a few refinements have been made. First, the site that corresponds to the function of Wernicke's area is the upper bank of the posterior superior temporal sulcus. Second, the critical site for articulatory planning is the anterior insula, not the third frontal convolution (Broca's area). Third, the angular gyrus is not specific to visual word forms but is engaged when semantic associations are made. Fourth, the meaning of words is also distributed along the left inferior and middle temporal cortices. Fifth, reading and name retrieval tasks activate the left posterior inferior temporal lobe. This region is thought to have monosynaptic connections to Broca's area (DiVirgilio & Clarke, 1997) thereby providing the semantic reading route that was missing from the 19th Century model. In brief, the only anatomical regions that were missing from the 19th Century neurological model were in the inferior temporal cortices, areas that are relatively resistant to the ischaemic damage that the lesion deficit model is dependent upon.
With respect to the cognitive components of the 19th Century model (Fig. 2) , activation in the posterior superior temporal sulci corresponds to ' auditory word representations ', activation in the left anterior insula\frontal operculum corresponds to ' motor word representations ' and activation in the extrasylvian temporoparietal regions correspond to the ' concept centre '. The inconsistency lies in the reading components. Critically, there are no consistent functional imaging data to indicate an anatomical region that corresponds to ' visual word representations '. A study by Puce et al. (1994) found a region in the left fusiform area that was more responsive to frontal operculum activations during phonological output (data from Price & Friston, 1997 b) . Fourth row : motor areas for articulation and auditory processing of spoken response for reading aloud relative to reading silently (data from Price et al. 1996 b) . Red arrows connect these areas to indicate the proposed model of auditory and visual word processing. letters than faces but the coordinates of the ' letter area ' correspond exactly to those associated with naming (see Fig. 9 and bottom panel of Fig. 11 ) suggesting that the participants in the Puce et al. study named the letters but not the faces. Furthermore, there are no regions of the visual cortex that appear to be more active for words than pictures. It may be that the design or spatial resolution of the experiments so far have been insufficient to reveal a visual word form area. However, another possibility is that the function of the visual word form area is not localised in a specific cortical area but emerges from the interaction between visual, phonological and semantic processing (see Fig. 4 ). Returning to Figure 2 , the functional imaging data described in Figure 12 indicate that the visual word representation box in Figure 2 needs to be replaced by a visual processing box and a ' word retrieval ' box with the latter connecting to the ' auditory word representation ', the ' concept centre ' and the ' motor word representations ' boxes.
The correspondence of the functional imaging data (Fig. 12 ) and the cognitive components of the Patterson & Shewell model (Fig. 3) is more speculative and less compelling. The 2 critical features of this model relative to the 19th Century version are (1) the provision for more than one reading route ; and (2) word specific lexicons (see Fig. 3 and the Table) . With respect to the former, the neuroimaging data do indeed suggest 2 routes to reading : a nonsemantic route via Wernicke's area and a semantic route via the left posterior inferior temporal cortex. With respect to the latter, there are no clear neuroimaging data to provide any evidence for anatomical sites for the word specific input and output lexicons. This may relate to the experimental designs used or the spatial resolution. Alternatively, it is just as likely to reflect how these functions emerge from the interactions between semantic and phonological processing sites. As summarised by Mesulam (1990) ' Each behavior is represented in multiple sites and each site subserves multiple behaviors, leading to a distributed and interactive system with a one to many and many to one mapping of anatomical substrate onto neural computation and computation onto behavior '. The same point is emphasised by connectionist models such as that illustrated in Figure 4 which depicts 3 essential building blocks for auditory and visual word processing : semantics, orthography and phonology. However such connectionist models are not constrained by physiological facts and have little biological validity. For instance, the physiological data reported in this article indicate that there is more than one anatomical system involved in retrieving the phonology of words and there are no areas specific to orthographic input. Future cognitive models therefore need to be constrained by the underlying physiological infrastructure. In summary, progress in specifying the cognitive and anatomical components of word processing requires the combined and integrated application of all the neuroscience techniques available.
It is too early in the history of functional neuroimaging to tell whether the details of the model presented in Figure 12 are correct or incorrect. The main aim of this article is to illustrate how functional neuroimaging can contribute to cognitive and anatomical models of language and reconcile the different perspectives. Many future studies which integrate data from a variety of techniques are required to refine the model further, to explain how single words are integrated into sentences, describe the role of the right hemisphere, and answer many other related questions.
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